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What happens if you don’t have Identity?

No government issued ID?
• A person without ID will have almost NO access to basic public services in most countries.
• A person without ID will never have a proper bank account, or any other formal financial services.
• A person without ID cannot travel internationally, or in many cases even domestically.
• Etc., etc. etc.!

No ID means no legitimate place in modern society
We exist in a world almost totally based on the benefits that our Credentials (i.e. components of our personal Identities) bring
to us.  If we don’t have Identity credentials, we are essentially a ZERO ENTITY in our world.  Furthermore, any entity without 
Identity is typically viewed as a “thing” by people, organizations and governments.  And, in human society, a “thing” is a often
a disposable item.  

Identity for everyone and everything!
ANY entity in our world today that has value (financial, emotional, or otherwise), can benefit from having robust Identity 
service.  For the first time in our world, Digital Identity infrastructure makes is logistically and economically possible for any 
human, company, animal, IoT device, etc. to have robust, legitimate, cryptographically secure Identity that is globally 
recognized.  This Digital Identity delivers to each individual verifiable proof of their status in human society.
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Legitimate, Trusted, Verifiable Identity

• In human society no entity, human or otherwise, has ability to enjoy meaningful rights and benefits 
without having legitimate ID that proves certain status (e.g. citizenship, age, etc.)

• If a human does not have legitimate ID, she or he has essentially zero access to rights and benefits 
in any modern human society

• Animals have no access to legitimate, trusted, universal identity
à this positions animals as mere “things,” and things are disposable items in our society

• Animals can never overcome being treated as THINGS, until they have trusted identity

DignifID provides legitimate, robust, verifiable and trusted
identity service for animals that is equal to

digital identity standards for humans
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Digital Identity:
Animal Guardians will demand legitimate ID for their animals

• Pets have become true family members!  

à In North America, more than 90% of dog and cat guardians treat their animals as family

à There are over 90 million people that “own” dogs and/or cats in North America

à Large, wildly passionate customer base of pet guardians!!

• Many people now respect animals as valued individuals with certain status in society

à Every individual benefits from having legitimate identity, in order to be recognized as a valued 
member of a society.

• North American’s are not unique in the love and dedication to their “animal family members.” 
Many people across the world respect and treat their animals as important family members.
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Digital Identity:
Unlocking the Potential of the Individual for Animals & Their Humans

• With legitimate identity, based on technology and systems use for “human-grade identity” 
management, animals have the opportunity to be respected as more than just disposable items

• With robust, low-friction digital identity, a new world of convenience and opportunity is opened for 
animals and their guardians
• Recognition as individuals with verifiable status, and not things
• Secure connections and interdependencies of valuable claims and credentials that enable delivery of 

efficient lower cost services for animals and their guardians (health care, licensing, etc.)
• Portability of vital information and credentials from one guardian to another (i.e. when an animal transfers 

from a shelter to an individual human guardian)

• With pets and humans having their digital identities existing on the same technology platform(s), 
there is opportunity for synergistic benefits enjoyed by humans and animals
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Other Lessons in the DignifID Digital Identity Explainer Series

Lesson 1:  What is Identity
A basic introduction to what Identity means on a human level, how does this translated into digital identity, and why we will
adopt digital identity.

Lesson 2:  Identity for Animals, why is it needed and how is it useful?
The concept of having robust, universal identity for animals is new.  Why would people what this, and how can it be valuable 
to people and animals?

Lesson 3:  Ledger, DIDs and Credentials, Oh My!
This lesson explains, for a lay-person, some of the technical aspects of decentralized digital identity, based on open source 
standards used by DignifID.

Lesson 4:  “Cryptographically Secure.”  What does that mean?
A non-techincal introduction to cryptography used with decentralized digital identity.

Lesson 5:  How do we establish Trust in the world of Decentralized Digital Identity?
What are the different types of Trust, and how we we establish Trust in an open internet ecosystem.
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